The Cambridge Middle East History Group

Seminar programme, Easter Term 2011:

**Tuesday 10 May:**
Dr Andrew Arsan (Princeton), 'Of Mountains and Markets: Writing Migration into the History of the Middle East'.
(Room N7, Pembroke College, 5pm)

**Tuesday 24 May:**
Dr James Renton (Edge Hill University), ‘The Origins of the Israel/Palestine Conflict’.
(Room N7, Pembroke College, 5pm)

**Tuesday 7 June:**
Dr John-Paul Ghobrial (Cambridge), ‘Asymmetries and Imbalances, or How should we write the history of encounter between Europe and the Middle East?’.
(The Nihon Room, Pembroke College, 5pm)

**Tuesday 14 June:**
(The Nihon Room, Pembroke College, 5pm)

Seminar conveners: David Motadel, John Slight, Jacob Norris